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Preface 

This book is the :formal report of the proceedings of the 50th Anniversary Symposiu~ on 
Dental :Materials Research sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards and the AmeriCan 
Dental Association with the cooperation of Johnson and Johnson, ICerr !\Iannfacturing Com
pany, and Surgident, Ltd. The Symposium brought together many outstanding researchers for 
a comprehensive examination of the present state of research and a look at future dental needs 
and expectations. 

The papers included herein encompass the broad dental materials field-from an examina
tion of the oral environment to a consideration of .future needs from the viewpoint o.f dental 
practice, dental education, dental industry, and basic science. Invited papers cover metals re· 
search, new developments in nonmetallic restorative materials, dynamic methods for determin
ing the mechanical properties o.f dental materials, and problems of evaluating dental materials 
and making such evaluations useful to clinical dentistry through the development of 
specifications. 

The symposium offered an opportunity to pay tribute to the founder and .for many years 
guiding inspiration o.f the dental research program at NBS, Dr. \Vilmer Souder. It also recog
nized the outstanding leadership of Dr. Irl C. Schoonover in the development of a unique 
organization .for dental research which has directly involved a government laboratory, the 
National Bureau of Standards, and a private professional society, the American Dental Associ
ation, in a cooperative program supported and participat~d in by the National Institute of 
Dental Research, the Armed Services and the Veterans Administration Dental Corps. 

:Members o.f the Symposium Committee wish to express their appreciation to the authors 
and to all participants who contribut~d toward making the symposium a truly memorable event. 
Thanks are also given to l\Irs. :Marion 1\::um.pula of the ADA Research Unit at NBS and to l\Irs. 
Ruth Davenport .for their attention to the many details involved prior, during, and immediately 
after the symposium. The NBS Office of Technical Information and Publications under the 
direction o.f vV. R. Tilley, with special help .from Robert T. Cook, gave invaluable assistance in 
many phases of the effort. Particularly appreciated is the assistance of Johnson and Johnson, 
Kerr l\fanu.facturing Company, and Surgident Ltd. in contributing to the funding o.f the 
Symposium. 

Committee for the 50th Anniversary 
Symposium on Dental Materials Research 

Gerhard M. Brauer 
vValter E. Brown 
James l\1. Cassel 
Harold J. Caul 
George Dickson 
George C. Paffenbarger 
\Villiam T. Sweeney, Chairman 

Identification of some commercial materials and equipment has been necessary in this book. In no case 
does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards, nor 
does it imply that the material or equipment is neeessarily the best available for the purpose. 
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Dental Research at the National Bureau of Standards-Reminiscences 

Wilmer Souder* 

Chief, Dental Research Section, NBS, 1919-1945 

In 1918 dental amalgams had a high rate of failure and few data on their physical 
properties were available. Using the interferometer for determination of the dimensional 
changes of amalgam and scientific test methods for other properties, NBS began to obtain 
information on the physical properties of dental materials. The specification for dental 
amalgam developed in the early days with numerical limits for physical and clinical 
properties and details of test methods has served as a model for specifications for dental 
materials for over 40 years. Although the early results were challenged and the program 
opposed by some, the dental profession soon recognized the value of the work and 
requested its expansion. In time schools, dental associations, and manufacturers joined in 
commending the research program. 

Key words: Amalgam, dental; American Dental Association; dental materials; Dental 
Research Section, NBS ; interferometer, dental; specifications, dental. 

I. Reminiscences 

Thank you, l\fr. Chairman, for the kind invita
tion to attend and the liberty to address this sym
posium. More than ten years ago the Bureau said 
"Good Bye and Best 'Vishes". No attempt has been · 
made to have succeeding leaders change their pro
grams. I had my opportunity and am pleased with 
the results. The future opportunities and prospects 
are bright. Your request for reminiscences is dan
gerous. It means looking back. One of our former 
directors, Dr. Lyman J. Briggs, had a motto: 
"Never look back; something might be gaining on 
you". Any ~attempt to brag on the achievements 
would flavor of conceit. To criticize would be dan
gerous in the presence of this audience. So what is 
left? There are some personal errors, then some 
confrontations and a rapprochement of all inter
ested parties. It seems proper to document these, 
as they were encountered. 

No honest comment on the research can be made 
without an acknowledgement of the ~aid given by 
loyal assistants. Among the first of these were, 
Peters, Coleman, Hidnert, Sweeney, Swanger, 
Taylor, Isaacs, and Berger; and later Caul, Dick
son, Pafi'enbarger, Lynch, Brauer, Jordon, Schoon
over, and Richardson. Others are named in various 
publications and may be mentioned by those who 
follow on this program. 

2. A Dental Research Considered 

A preliminary review of the dental situation in 
1918 revealed a high degree of failures in dental 
restorations made from silver amalgams. Claims 
and endorsements were available and teclmi<J.ues 
were numerous and elaborate but not in teclmiCal 

*Present address: Landlsv1lle, Pennsylvania 17538 
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-terms. Tests to substantiate these claims in terms 
of physical, chemic~l, and engineering rrol?erties 
(necessary in restoring the needed functwmng of 
a tooth) were not found. The pioneer who first 
pointed out this defect was Dr. G. V. Black. He 
had a clear understanding of the needs ~and methods 
for establishing the quality o~ an amalgam .. l:fis 
heroic efforts to create a miCrometer sensitive 
enotwh to document, with definite accuracy, the 
lengtl1 and volume changes in amalgams, and their 
dependence. on chemical coll_lpositio~s and open~
tional practices, were not entirely satisfactory. }lis 
micrometer was dependent on levers and gears 
which introduced friction in pivots plus hysteresis 
lags. This prelimin~n:y sea:ch pointed to tl.1e neces
sity of .a more sensitive miCrometer. The mterfer
ometer, having a normal sensitivity of one mil
lionth of an inch, is such an instrument. 

3. Precision Data 

l\fr. C. G. Peters, of the Bureau's optical labora
tory, had an interferometer and gladly consented 
to measure the length changes in amalgam speci
mens which I condensed. These tests established, in 
definite terms, the changes and defects which Black 
had suspected. It is doubted that any dental col
lege, dentist, or manufacturer had an instrument 
approaching the precision of the interferometer. 
Peters and I published our findings in the Physical 
Review [1].1 Our data established a difference of 
three to one for the thermal expansions of amal
gam to dentin; the amalgam haYing the higher 
value. This established the necessity for a positive 
setting expansion of all amalgams to cancel any 
separation between the amalgam and the tooth 

1 Figures In brackets indicate the literature references at the 
end of this paper. 
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The Need for Basic Research in Dental Materials 

Floyd A. Peyton 

School of Dentistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104 

The field of dental materials has benefited from basic studies of the silver-tin alloy 
system, of cobalt alloy systems, of polymers, and of many other areas. Future basic studies 
of the surface phenomena of wetting, spreading of liquid films, adhesion, diffusion into 
dental tissues, boundary interactions, and principles of viscoelasticity related to dental 
materials offer productive opportunities. Basic research is essential if advances are to be 
made in the improvement, modification, 'refinement, and development of servicable materials 
for the practice of dentistry. It is anticipated that such studies will increase in importance 
in the next quarter century and that basic scientists in many fields will be contributing to 
the improvement of dental service. 

Key words: Basic research related to dental materials; dental materials; futerdisciplinary 
research ; training of dental researchers. 

1. Introduction 

Those who have followed the growth and de
velopment of dental materials throughout the 
world during the past century readily recognize 
the significant changes that have occurred in the 
research activities in this field. There is no evi
dence to indicate that further changes will not 
continue to occur in the years ahead. Certainly the 
field is not dormant nor static at the present time. 

The changes that have resulted since the last 
part of the 19th century represent the efforts of 
many persons who have conducted research 
studies, made laboratory and clinical tests and 
evaluations, and altered or modified materials, 
techniques, and devices in order to serve the needs 
of the dental profession to render more and im
proved service to the patient. This has required all 
forms of research studies, as noted by this sym
posium, including basic studies; practical, applied, 
or clinical testing; and developmental projects. It 
has required the effort, knowledge, and experience 
of investigators throughout the world, located in 
private or government supported institutes and 
laboratories, universities, and dental schools, man
ufacturer's laboratories, as well as dentists in pri
vate or group practice. Not only have multiple 
institutions contributed to the progress that has 
been made, but also the training and background 
of the individual investigators has been of a multi
discipline character. 

At this time in history, when the multidiscipline 
approach to research is being recognized and en
couraged, those in the dental materials field can 
take pride in the fact that for half a century inter
disciplinary studies have been common practice. 
This practice has increased in recent years. The 
basic scientist working with the clinician; the bio-
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logically trained scientist working with the physi
cal science investigator; or the engineer, physicist, 
or chemist working to solve a problem of dental 
practice, all have made contributions to this field. 
The future holds even greater promise for interdis
ciplinary studies. As the subjects of bioengineer
ing, biomaterials, and biomechanics are extended 
into medical science, it is satisfying to know that 
a similar relationship has existed and promises to 
continue in the science of dentistry. 

2. Types of Research 

Perhaps no one should claim that one type of 
research is more important or desirable than an
other. It can be recognized to advantage, however, 
that different forms of research exist, and through 
the combined efforts a contribution to society is 
made. Some forms of research appeal to certain 
investigators more than others, resulting in a 
greater degree of concentration on one type of 
study than on another. 

Basic research in the physical sciences represents 
those studies that explore the fundamental nature 
of a compound, a reaction, a physical state, or con
dition, a mathematical relationship to a physical 
phenomenon, and describe the characteristics ob
served. Such studies explore the fundamental 
physical forces and processes of nature. Basic sci
ence studies, however, are not limited to physical 
phenomena. Studies of a basic or fundamental 
nature are common in the biological, social, be
havioral, political, and economic fields of en
deavor. Perhaps all basic research studies attempt 
to explore the fundamental nature of the subject, 
in contrast to the practical, applied studies which 
translate into service the fundamental concepts. 



Generally it is recognized that bas~c o: funda
mental research studies involve investigatiOns ?f a 
new different, and exploratory nature. The sCien
tific' judgement of the investigator suggests that 
more knowledge in a particular area will con
tribute to the welfare of mankind and aid in the 
solution of present or future problems. The history 
of scientific advances is filled with examples of 
such basic and fundamental studies. One needs only 
to recall the advances resulting from basic studies 
in the field of relativity, x-ray and other forms of 
radiation, atomic structure, and many other basic 
investigations to recognize that research in the 
fundamentals of science, is important as a founda
tion for scientific endeavor. Productive basic re
search studies provide results that can open whole 
new approaches and solutions to practical prob
lems. From the results of basic research studies, 
new concepts are established which advance the 
technical and scientific skills in many related 
fields. 

Studies in areas of basic research are confronted, 
however, with numerous problems of varying mag
nitude. Frequently such studies are time consum
ing:, require the service of specialized and highly 
skilled personnel, or cannot be assured of success 
and practical application, in advance of the project 
completion. The practical applications and poten
tial significance of such basic studies frequently 
are the subject of debate and speculation among 
investigators having more practical interests. 
Under these conditions, basic research studies fre
quently encounter difficulties in securing a source 
of support funds, other than benevolent founda
tions or some government agencies. Even from 
these sources the basis of justification is critical 
and requires well documented and carefully 
planned statements of experimental design and 
procedure. This is proper, however, and only sug
gests that basic research studies are involved and 
complex, requiring the utmost in well coordinated 
efforts and skillful management for success. 

The ultimate gratificatiOn comes usually to the 
investigator who is successful in his endeavors, and 
ultimately sees his results applied to the solution 
of practical problems. Perhaps there are relatively 
few investigators who delight in conducting basic 
research studies only for the sake of collecting such 
data. Rather, it is tJ1eir hope to open a whole new 
solution to practical problems, when such studies 
are undertaken by other investigators. It is im
portant to recognize, therefore, that normally fol
lowing a successful basic research investigation 
there will emerge numerous practical research 
studies of varying magnitude and nature. Often 
the dividing line IS a thin one between basic, fun
damental research studies and practical research 
investigations. 

3. Basic Research in Dental Materials 

The field of dental materials has been fortunate 
to have benefited from a variety of basic studies 

on various materials in the past. The National Bu
reau of Standards has contributed much to th~ 
basic studies. Frequently these have resulte~ m 
eventual applications to the solution of practical 
dental problems. Only a few need be listed to illus
trate the benefits from basic research studies in 
dental materials. 

One that is recognized by all who are associated 
with restorative materials and the practice of den
tistry, is the metallurgical study of the silver-tin 
alloy system and the reaction w~th me:cury to pro
duce dental amalgam. Many Investigators have 
contributed to the understanding of these 11.lloys, 
and the studies continue. The results have lead to 
a gradual improvement in the quality of dental 
amalgam during the past 75 years, with better res
toratiOns for the patient. 

Another example of productive basic metallurgi· 
cal studies involves cobalt base alloys for use m 
removable cast partial restorations. From these 
studies, practical prosthesis are a reality. Closely 
associated with this development, and of equal 
importance to the success of the small cast resi:o:a· 
tion, have been the basic studies of the precisiOn 
casting process. Dentistry has been accepted as a 
leader in this specialized interest of precision cast
ing, with numerous basic studies reported, as well 
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as practical applications described. . 
The development of the plastics indust:r:y wit~m 

the past 50 years has stimulated many bas!c studi~ 
into the nature of plastics and the potential apph· 
cation in restoring lost tooth tissue. Anoth~r g:oup 
of materials that have special dental apphcatu~ns, 
made possible from basic chemical research studies, 
are the several types of elastic impression mate· 
rials presently in use in dental practice. These 
hydrocolloid and synthetic rubber compou~ds are 
examples of basic chemical studies, leadn?-g to 
practical applications which have resulted m al· 
te'red methods and improved dental practice .. 

Anyone who is familiar with the investigatiOns 
that have been conducted at the National Bureau 
of Standards, recognizes the contributions that 
have been made to world dentistry through the. de
velopment of physical test methods for various 
dental materials, and the establishment of stand
ard test procedures and specification methods. To a 
considerable degree, basic research studies were 
involved in the development of this program. Sub
sequent assistance from the American Dental Asso
ciation, the Federation Dentaire Internationale, 
and now the United States of America Standards 
Institute, has carried ·forward the initial basic 
undertaking, and developed practical means of 
evaluation. Basic studies related to this program 
undoubtedly will continue. 

The list might be extended to include devices 
like hand pieces and x-ray machines, and the di~
cussion expanded with documentation, but that IS 

unnecessary to indicate that basic research studies 
in dental materials have been productive in the 
past, and have led to practical and applied studies 
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Research Needed hy the Federal Dental Services* 

Henry I. Copeland 

Air Force Systems Command, United States Air Force, Washington, D.C. 20331 

The dental research laboratories of the Federal Government function within the 
Departments of Commerce; Health, Education and Welfare; and Defense. These laboratories 
and the multidisciplined scientists therein along with those of the Veterans Administration 
provide a much needed national resource. The Federal Dental Services have problems in 
common with each other and with the profession at large, in addition to having problems 
unique to themselves. Each Federal Dental Service needs a scientific staff capability to 
solve its own immediate problems or to contract for the solutions. 

Key words: Capabilities and needs of Federal Dental Services; dental research laboratories, 
Federal ; dental staff; Federal Dental Services. 

1. Introduction 

Half a century ago it was an innovation at the 
National Hureau of Standards to apply the scien
tific approach and the science of metrology to solve 
a specific dental problem generated by the Federal 
Services-how to assure the procurement, storage, 
and delivery of a dependably usable material to a 
Federal dental clinic. 

This 50th Anni Yersary of the Dental Research 
Section, National Bureau of Standards, is an ex
cellent time to take a look at dental research prog
ress, dental research resources, and how these 
r.esources may be best applied in the future-par
tiCularly to problems of the Federal Dental 
Services. 

Since metrology broke the ice with dentistry, 
scientists of other disciplines have become in
trigued with dental problems and have contributed 
immensely toward the establishment of an orga
nized body of knowledge relating specifically to 
dentistry. Concurrently, there has been a prolifera
tion of laboratories devoted to dental research and 
development. As a result, there has been a tre
mendously significant improvement in the methods, 
materials, and equipment used in dentistry. 

2. Dental Materials Research in the 
Federal Government 

At least three cabinet departments of the Federal 
government have dental research laboratories
Commerce; Health, Education, and "'\Yelfare; and 
Defense. The Veterans Administration has an 
extremely active research program with a number 
of laboratories. These laboratories and the dedi
cated scientists of many disciplines who staff' them 
are a true national resource that has taken many 

*The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and 
do not represent official USAF policy. 
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years to develop to its present capability. This 
resource is needed by the nation in its struggle to 
cope with the ever escalating problem of assuring 
oral and dental health to a growing population
and to assist the Federal Dental Services in dis
charging their responsibilities. 

To examine dental research requirements of the 
Federal Dental Services it is necessary to study 
the functions of the indi,·idual ser,·icc and the en
vironment in which it operates. The Federal 
Dental Services have problems in common with 
each other and with the profession at large. In 
addition, because of special operational conditions, 
each seryice and agency has problems nnd research 
capabilities "·hich are unique to itself. 

The Department of H eaith, Education and Wel
fare (HEW) is the major federal instrument for 
dental research support. HE"'\V is· concerned with 
all aspects of the dental and oral health of the 
entire population. Its National ln8titute of Dental 
Research (NIDR) conducts broad extramual and 
intramural research programs primarily of a basic 
dental research nature that are designed to ad
vance fundamental techniques and to establish a 
broader base of knowledge for development ap
plication. HEvV's Division of Dental Health has 
been assigned the task of researching ways and 
means of increasing the productivity of dental 
manpower; of upgrading the teaching of dental 
personnel; of improving the distribution, orga
nization, and financing of dental services; and of 
developing better preventive, control, and treat
ment procedures. HE"'\V also maintains a uni
formed dental service as a part of the United 
States P1tblic Health Service (USPHS) which 
participates in clinical investigations related to the 
overall objectives of the department. The USPHS 
has a special interest in indigenous ethnic groups 
along with its concern ·with the health of the popu
lation as a whole. 
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Research Needed by the Dental Industry 

John F. Glenn 

Central Research Laboratories, Dents ply International, Inc., York, Pa. 17 404 

Dental industry requires new research information which must come from nonindustrial 
research-oriented institutions. Two major requests of dental industry are for basic research 
and better clinical correlation with laboratory data. l\Iany compilations of physical test 
data on a variety of existing materials or ill-defined experimental ones are being reported, 
but the major need is for evaluation of these same materials in well controlled clinical 
applications. ~lore rapid access to results of investigations, especially government-supported 
grant.research, is needed. 

Key words: Clinical and laboratory data correlation; dental industry research needs; dental 
materials; dental research, necessity for rapid communication of. 

I. Introduction 

The research needs of the dental industry could 
be discussed from several viewpoints; for example, 
the need for money, for equipment, :for personnel, 
better management and administration, and so on. 
All of these needs are internal ,vi.thin each orga
nization in the dental industry and a.re essentially 
our orwn problems. 

On the other hand, I have chosen here today to 
discuss the subject of the research needs of the 
dental industry from the aspect of needs that ~'ln 
be satisfied by external sources. I would like to 
consider how the laboratories supported by gav
ernment, the schools, and others, whose only busi
ness is research and whose only products are in
formation and research papers, can assist us in 
furthering the work of the dental industry and 
thereby help dentistry in the long run. 

As stated, this discussion is directed to the needs 
of the dental industry and needs, by their very 
nature, are something that we do not have or do 
not have enough of. The assessment of one's needs 
must always be based on a critical examination of 
what is now available. This is exactly what I have 
done. It is certainly not my intention to fault any 
group whose services may lie within the area of 
this discussion. On the other hand, it is intended 
merely to review the situation with some sugges
tions that perhaps "something must be added." 

2. Dental Industry Background 

By way of background I should point out, first, 
that the dental industry is in business to make and 
market materials and equipment for use by the 
dentist, the dental laboratory technician, and ulti
mately the public. It is supposed to be a profit
making industry. 
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The profit motive, as a basis of operation, creates 
very :profound differences in research personnel 
and research efforts in the dental industry com
pared to that of the so-called supported mstitu
tions. The goals of our research efforts must be 
specific and directed towards getting answers 
quickly to the multitude of problems at hand, not 
just any answer, but one which will be bought ·by 
the customers. l\:foreover, this 'answer must be ob
tained in the most economical way and its manner 
of pursuit has to be continually justified so that it 
will be acceptable and will produce the desired 
profit. The attendance at meetings, the writing of 
papers, the delaying completion af the project for 
several months or even a year to investigate a 
tangential but fascinating avenue of research, all 
play a very secondary role to the industria:! scien
tist in his struggle to get materials out the front 
door. I believe we, as a group, would like to be as 
serendipic as one can be 1n the academic world, but 
these pursuits have to be very materially tempered 
by the economic press. 

The dental industry is quite small as chemical 
industries go. The sale of its products is limited to 
the dentist population and the quantities involved 
for sale to this limited group of customers are tiny. 
Therefore, the industry is just not financially able 
to support extensi,·e research programs aimed at 
developing ftmdamentally new information about 
matter, and must of necessity look elsewhere for 
this kind of data. 

3. Research Needs of Dental Industry 

In the last few years a great de.al of money and 
effort has gone into dental research. In a published 
survey for 1966, Perlman said research grants were 
allotted 10.2 million dollars, scholarships 1.4, and 
training grants another 5.1 million. There v>ere 
reported to be 1,288 researchers in schools in that 
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